
The data pertaining to consumers’ demographic attributes, tastes, preferences 

and buying trends acts as a treasure trove helping retailers to push targeted 

product offerings and promotions thereby driving higher revenues, and 

improved customer satisfaction.

Enhance In-store BI and Customer Engagement

A recent research by RSR found that the lack of a wireless infrastructure on the 

selling floor is one of the biggest inhibitors to in-store experience improvement 

the in-store experience. “Almost 40% more retail winners than all others see 

mobile as a way to better understand consumers’ new paths to purchase", said 

an analyst from RSR research.

CalNetics  Retail Analytics Solution



ALTEN Calsoft Labs' retail analytics solution enables retailers to better understand customers 

and their buying behaviors thereby giving a competitive differentiation in the market.

ALTEN Calsoft Labs' proprietary in-store Wi-Fi analytics solution (CalNetics) relies on 

intelligent analytics features available in an enterprise grade Wi-Fi equipment to better 

understand the foot traffic patterns and consumers’ behavior. The solution helps retailers to 

derive business intelligence from real-time and historical Wi-Fi analytics; convert customers 

into loyal promoters via integration of social channels.

ALTEN Calsoft Labs' in-store analytics reports provide real time and historical trends during specific times of the day or on a 

daily/weekly/monthly, and  by store location. Some of the key metrics are:

In-Store Wi-Fi Analytics Solution Overview

Features

P Consumer Presence Analytics

¡ 

¡ Catchment area visitor traffic

¡ Visit Duration

Total Foot Traffic

Benefits

P 

P Optimize business operations and marketing strategies

P Provides retailers with insights into consumers’ buying trends and behaviors

P Enterprise wide insight for all users enabling fact based intelligent actions

P Helps in customer segmentation and effective promotions planning

P Understand customer profiles, update product mix & improve efficiency

Increase customer loyalty, satisfaction and improve revenues

Advantages

P 

P Dashboards & Reports help retailers spot patterns and trends in buying behavior

P Effective Promos and Advertising campaign management

P Enable senior management to take fact based quick and effective decisions

P Enable senior management to understand the overall health of the enterprise

Dashboards help measure KPIs such as customer satisfaction and loyalty

P Wi-Fi Usage Analytics

¡ 

¡ Data Traffic 

¡ Session Duration

Device Type

P 

P Mobile Integration(iPad/iPhone, Android)

P Social Media Integration

Intuitive GUI with customizable dashboards based on role

P Loyalty Analytics

¡ 

¡ Visit Frequency / Recency

Repeat visitors
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ALTEN Calsoft Labs is a next gen digital transformation, enterprise IT and product engineering services provider. The company 

enables clients innovate, integrate, and transform their business by leveraging disruptive technologies like mobility, big data, 

analytics, cloud, IoT and software-defined networking (SDN/NFV). ALTEN Calsoft Labs provides concept to market offerings for 

industry verticals like education, healthcare, networking & telecom, hi- tech, ISV and retail. Headquartered in Bangalore, India, 

the company has offices in US, Europe and Singapore.  ALTEN Calsoft Labs is a part of ALTEN group, a leader in technology 

consulting and engineering services. 

ABOUT ALTEN CALSOFT LABS
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